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《Aerosols: sources, depositions and impacts》Glossary  
 

Aerosol【エアロゾル】Atmospheric aerosols are tiny particles of liquid or solids that are suspended in 
the air. These invisible particles have sizes ranging from few nanometers  (1 x 10-9 m) to several tens 
of micrometers (1 x 10-6 m). Windblown dust over deserts, sea spray from breaking waves, and ash 
from volcanoes are the representative natural sources of primary particles. Biomass and fossil fuel 
burning can generate significant amount of elementary carbon ‘soot’ that are primary in origin and 
we can sometimes visually recognize them as black smoke.  
 
Aerosol microphysics【エアロゾル微物理】= aerosol dynamics【エアロゾル動力学】Condensation 
and evaporation of condensable (non- or semi- volatile) gases, coagulation of aerosols. 
 
Below-cloud scavenging【雲底下洗浄，除去】= washout【ウォッシュアウト】removal of aerosols 
due to collision and coalescence with rain and snow droplets mostly occurring below cloud. 
 
Coagulation【凝集】collision and coalescence, usually used for aerosol dynamical process due mainly 
to Brownian motion (Brownian coagulation) 
 
Coalescence【併合】merging of collided multiple particles into one 
 
Cloud albedo【雲アルベド】Ratio of reflection of solar radiation by clouds. The rest is the ratio of 
radiation transmitted through clouds. 
 
Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)【雲凝結核】Aerosols, which can be activated at certain 
super-saturation and forming cloud droplets to grow 
 
Cloud convection【雲対流】= cloud dynamics【雲のダイナミクス】Air flow associated with a cloud 
or a system of clouds usually used for sub-grid scale motions (smaller scale of motions than the grid 
resolution of the model).  
 
Cloud microphysics【雲微物理】Condensation, evaporation, and sublimation of water molecules, 
collision and coalescence of hydrometeors, freezing and melting of hydrometeors. 
 
Collision【衝突】A moving particle contacts another particle, no matter if they marge into one 
(coalescence) or they bounce. 
 
Computer resources/ computational cost【計算機資源，計算コスト】Memory, CPU, Allocated time, 
and so on.  
 
Dry deposition【乾性沈着】Transfer of gases or particles in the atmosphere to the surface without 
precipitation (e.g., by gravity or turbulent motion) 
 
Fluid dynamics【流体力学】Transport phenomena of momentum, heat, and water vapor. 
 
Gas chemistry【気相化学反応過程】Chemical reactions between atmospheric trace gases, such as 
NO, NO2, SO2, O3, OH, H2O2, and volatile organic gases. 
 
Gas-to-particle conversion【気体からの粒子生成】Pathway by which new particles form in the 
atmosphere by the condensation of oxidized precursor gases such as volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) and sulfur dioxide (SO2). Also known as “secondary particles” since they are not emitted 
primarily as particles at the point of emission. 
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Hydrological cycle【水循環】Circulation of water molecules in the ocean, water vapor, and 
hydrometeors in the atmosphere, river, lake, pond, and ground water in the land area. 
 
Hydrometeors 【適切な和訳無し；大気中水（氷）粒子】Any water or ice particles that have formed 
in the atmosphere (i.e., cloud, rain, ice, snow, graupel, and hail particles or droplets) 
 
Hygroscopicity 【吸湿性】Absorbability of moisture from the atmosphere under sub-saturated 
conditions (i.e. relative humidity < 100%)  
 
In-cloud scavenging【雲内洗浄，除去】Removal of aerosols due to activation as cloud condensation 
nuclei to form cloud droplet. 
 
Land-surface interaction【大気表面相互作用】Land-ocean, land-ground surface, and land-vegetation 
interactions. 
 
Liquid phase chemistry【液相化学反応過程】= aqueous phase chemistry occurring in aerosol water, 
cloud water, and rain water. 
 
Precipitation intensity【降雨強度】Rain or snow droplet reached to ground per unit time. 
 
Radiative forcing【放射強制力】Difference in radiation budget with and without the climate forcing 
agents, such as greenhouse gases, aerosols, and solar irradiation, usually defined at the top of the 
atmosphere (TOA). Positive forcing warms the system,while negative forcing cools it. 
 
Rainout【レインアウト】See in-cloud scavenging 
 
Resolution【解像度】Time resolution, spatial resolution, and size resolution.  
 
Supersaturation【過飽和】Relative humidity larger than 100%  
 
Washout【ウォッシュアウト】See below-cloud scavenging 
 
Wet deposition【湿性沈着】The removal of gases or particles from the atmosphere to the surface by 
precipitation 
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